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ExploRATion

To familiarize ourself with and tackle the 
project „Provocative Technologies“ we began 
by observing the city and people. We payed 
attention to the outlook of the city, behavior of 
the people, interaction between Cologne and 
its habitants when walking around in and out 
the city center. 

In a supermarket we realized that the 
problematic concerning trash caught our 
special attention because most of the 
products people put in their baskets are 
wrapped up in plastic which later becomes 
trash and has to be recycled.

Thereupon we started to research different 
trashcans, recycling circles, opinions and 
umbers and found out that a german in 
average, produces 450 kg trash a year.  Mostly 
everything is wrapped up in plastic and what 
isn‘t is more expensive.

We built up a recycling circuit.

wrapped 

products are 

cheaper than 

the others

so we are kind of 

forced to buy these

we get moralised 

by the government to 

seperate the waste

actually it‘s the 

recycling companies who 

benefit from our conscience 

by selling the plastic



every german 
produces 450 kg 

trash a year. 



iDEATion

We picked up these thoughts and came up with the idea to

1. develop a trashcan which has a „melter“  integrated. When the trashcan is 
full it will melt the trash and spit it out in a shape of a brick. This would lead to a 
minimized trash volume and a new construction material. However we rejected this 
idea because we stumbled upon existing trashcans like this and we moved on to

2. build a trashcan attachment for cigarettes in see-through material with a 
cigarette counter on top. This change of material should make the amount of 
smoked cigarettes visible. The idea only works by participation of the concerning 
people and shall provoke a feeling when looking at the ashtray. However, since the 
ashtray is public and the counter counts the total amount of cigarette buts people 
will hardly relate to it and we decided to  drop this idea, too. Instead we imagined to

3. make a whole trashcan see-through. This would show the content of the bin 
and make it easier for homeless or collectors to collect empty plastic bottles. This, 
nevertheless, turned out to be less helpful than we thought because it could affect 
the internal organization system of the collectors and highlight personal hot spots.

During the discussion of this problem we questioned the perception of trash. 
TrasH Is ugly anD TrasHCans are suPPoseD To HIDe THIs uglIness. 

Why is this so? we asked ourselves and decided to create something beautiful 
that changes this perception, pleases the eye and blends in with the cityscape of 
Cologne.

>>> 1. idea: trash can that melts plastic into a cube

>>> 2. idea: cigarette bin with counter
>>> 3. idea: transparent bin >>> 4. idea: making existing bins beautiful

Why not use it to
 make something 

beautiful out of 
it?







implEmEnTATion

We re-designed Cologne‘s typical 
trashcans by replacing its frontside with 
differently structured plates, inspired by 
kaleidoscopic images, magnifying lenses 
and structures glass. 

The important factor is that they do not 
hide or make the content of the cans 
invisible but highlight its various colors 
and shapes in many ways. 



Kaleidoscope



inspiRed BY



cuRved lenses



inspiRed BY



BRoKen Glas & MiRRoRs
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